Building a Learning Resource Exchange

CELEBRATE demonstration project 2001-2004

CALIBRATE connecting repositories 2005-2008

MELT content enrichment 2006-2008

eCOLOURS 2005-2006

eQNet 2009-2012

ASPECT content standards 2008-February 2011

LRE
Commercial partners in content projects

- **CELEBRATE**
  - Digitalbrain, Giunti, Sanoma WSOY, Sun Microsystems

- **eCOLOURS**
  - Editis, Klett, SCRAN

- **MELT**
  - Cambridge University Press, Skolavefurinn

- **ASPECT**
  - Cambridge University Press, Young Digital Planet, Siveco
A ‘Tectonic Plates’ relationship?

- Divergent
- Convergent
- Transform
LRE objectives 2011

- Improve quality of LRE content
- More searching from within national/regional portals, repositories, VLEs..
- More use of LRE tools/services
- Involve new content partners in LRE Subcommittee
- Serious engagement with commercial content providers
• Standards and interoperability
  • SCORM, Common Cartridge, LOM, ILOX, EPUB, CFF
• eBooks, eTextbooks… Apps
  • Exploring the potential of new formats
• IWB content
  • Key issues and challenges
• Quality
  • How can OER and commercial content co-exist?